Sibiu was the European Capital of Culture in 2007. This is one of the reasons why in 2014
the members of the association have decided to invite for the first time foreign travel bloggers.
They will write about our city, will make photos and videos.
This is a way to show that we love our city and would like to promote Sibiu worldwide.

#MySibiu is a project created by the Association “Asociatia pentru Infrumusetarea Orasului Sibiu”
(The Society for the Embellishment of the City of Sibiu) and organised by two bloggers from Sibiu:
Tudor Popa (www.cemerita.ro) and Răzvan Pop (www.razvanpop.ro).

A similar project was for the first time organised by bloggers from Bucharest and afterwards by bloggers from
Timisoara, Sibiu, Cluj Napoca, Brasov, Piatra Neamt, Hunedoara. The idea behind is to invite bloggers that will discover the
main sights of the city. They will then write about the city on their blog, but also on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or
other Social Media websites. The project is not an official campaign of local or national tourism institutions.

In Sibiu, the project has repeatedly been organised since 2011.
#MySibiu is financed mainly by the SibiuTown Hall but it also has
several local or national partners like hotels, tourism agencies,
breweries, rent a car companies, restaurants etc.

Any blogger or travel journalist can register at #MySibiu and we will offer him accommodation and meals with considerable
discount during his stay in Sibiu. We will guide him through the city and its surroundings. You can visit the third oldest museum
in the world (the Brukenthal Museum) or you can visit the largest open air museum in Europe (the ASTRA Museum).

The bloggers can choose to create their own program based on our recommendations.
They can benefit from a guided tour through Sibiu,
choose different trails like the Cultural Trail of Sibiu, that of the Fortifications of Sibiu, the Ecumenical Trail of Sibiu
or the Culinary Trail, you can even visit places less known by the tourists, all of this with the help of the organizers.

The "#MySibiu" project 2011-2013 editions meant 80 bloggers and vloggers from Romania and Moldova,
over 300 articles and over 1.700.000 readers or viewers and also over 120.000 viewers on Youtube.
Around 4.000 photos were taken and shared on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

The pros of the #mySibiu program:
1. #MySibiu is the first project Romania-wide which is being organized throughout the year, the bloggers can chose to register to visit Sibiu
according to their own schedule. There already are persons who have registered to be part of the project in 2015.
2. With #MySibiu not the organizers are those to chose the participants to the projects, but anyone who wishes to participate can register to the program
on his/her own at any given moment. The bloggers can benefit from discounts at their accommodation of up to 50% as well as 20% at meals,
up to getting all of this for free, including individual guided tours. These offers are available dependent on the influence and the online traffic of the participant.
3. The visiting program of the bloggers is set up individually, in line with the major interests of each participant. While registering, the bloggers can opt on the
http://mysibiu.eu/register webpage for visiting the historic city, for putting the accent of their visit on the culinary aspects, the local traditions,
the economy and industry of the city, the festivals and cultural events or the night life.
4. #MySibiu does not focus exclusively on Sibiu but on the whole of Romania. Most of those who have participated in the #MySibiu program so far have been
pleasantly surprised and have decided to extend their stay in Romania, thus promoting the whole country.
5. #MySibiu addresses to the followers of all Social Media branches (bloggers, vloggers, instagrammers, etc) as well as to other kinds of travelling addicts.
On www.MySibiu.eu a special section can be found where the travelers who have come to fall in love with Sibiu can upload pictures showing their proof
of love to this city.
6. #MySibiu is the first project in Romania with a clear strategy for the next 3 years implemented by bloggers;

Results of #mySibiu in 2014
#MySibiu is a project being implemented all through the year and several very important travelling bloggers world-wide have already registered for 2015.
Up to now, the following international bloggers have visited Sibiu (links to the articles written about Sibiu can be found on http://mysibiu.eu/mysibiu-bloggers):
- Christine Gilbert travels the world together with her husband and their two children. In 2013 she has been appointed by National Geographic "Traveler of The Year".
She enjoyed her stay in Sibiu so much, that she extended the duration of her visit by more than one month. She has rented a flat in Sibiu where she
finds inspiration write a traveler book which she intends to publish at the end of the year. Since she lives in Sibiu, Christine has visited also other cities in Romania.
- Erick Heaggans from Texas, USA, collaborator of Yahoo Travel. At the beginning of the year Erick has cancelled a trip to France to come to Sibiu.
He enjoyed his stay so much that he extended his trip to Romania, visiting also other cities like Sighişoara, Braşov and Cluj Napoca.
Two months later he returned to Romania and to Sibiu; right now he lives in Bucharest.
- Paul Farrugia from Birmingham, UK and Karen Sargent from Malta have visited Sibiu with the thought of witnessing the changes which have occurred here along
the years. Paul visited Tranylvania also in 1990.
- At the beginning of September 2014, the most followed romanian Instagrammers (with over 185.000 followers) have visited Sibiu.
For results search the #mySibiu hashtag on Instagram.

#MySibiu / You can contact us at:
sibiu@aios.ro

